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Learn and Write 2 Nov 03 2020
Changes 3 Student's Book Jun 17 2019 Changes is a four-level general English course for adult and
young adult learners. Changes ensures that students have every opportunity to develop confident
communicative ability as well as accuracy in English.
Teaching Naked Techniques Oct 22 2019 Put Teaching Naked to work in your classroom with clear
examples and step-by-step guidance Teaching Naked Techniques (TNT) is a practical guide of proven
quick ideas for improving classes and essential information for designing anything from one lesson or a
group of lessons to an entire course. TNT is both a design guide and a 'sourcebook' of ideas: a great
companion to the award-winning Teaching Naked book. Teaching Naked Techniques helps higher
education faculty design more effective and engaging classrooms. The book focuses on each step of
class preparation from the entry point and first encounter with content to the classroom 'surprise.' There
is a chapter on each step in the cycle with an abundance of discipline-specific examples, plus the latest
research on cognition and technology, quick lists of ideas, and additional resources. By rethinking the
how, when, and why of technology, faculty are able to create exponentially more opportunities for
practical student engagement. Student-centered, activity-driven, and proven again and again, these
techniques can revolutionize your classroom. Create more effective, engaging lessons for higher
education Utilize technology outside of the classroom to better engage during class time Examine
discipline-specific examples of Teaching Naked Techniques Prepare for each class step by step from the
student's perspective Teaching Naked flips the classroom by placing the student's first contact with the
material outside of class. This places the burden of learning on the learner, ensures student preparation,
and frees up class time for active engagement with the material for more effective learning and retention.
Teaching Naked Techniques is the practical guide for bringing better learning to your classroom.

The Unofficial Guide to Walt Disney World with Kids 2016 Jan 25 2020 The Unofficial Guide to Walt
Disney World with Kids is JAM-PACKED with useful tips, great advice, excellent discussion, and
practical travel knowledge gleaned from years of Walt Disney World travel experience. It is one of the
few guidebooks to Disney World that specifically addresses the needs of kids with, in some cases,
research and input from kids. Compiled and written by a team of experienced researchers whose work
has been cited by such diverse sources as USA Today and Operations Research Forum, The Unofficial
Guide to Walt Disney World with Kids digs deeper and offer more specific information that any other.
This is the only guide that explains how to make every minute and every dollar of your vacation count.
With advice that is direct, prescriptive, and detailed, it takes the guesswork out of your family vacation.
Step-by-step detailed plans allow you to visit Disney World with your children with absolute confidence
and peace of mind.
The Unofficial Guide to Walt Disney World with Kids 2017 Jun 29 2020 "Details on the new Frozen
attractions at Epcot"--Spine.
Surviving Chemistry BFF Mar 07 2021 Surviving Chemistry BFF: Student-friendly Homework Helper
and Test Prep Guide for 13 topics of high School chemistry.Before you get too fast lost in chem, before
you start missing a bunch of homework, before your grades get too far below your standard, before you
get too frustrated and give up on chem, try this book.Written and design to help struggling and frustrated
chemistry students get their homework done quicker and better, as well as study, understand and
remember more for quizzes, tests and exams. Written to follow NYS Regents Chemistry curriculum, this
book is:1) COMPREHENSIVE so students in any State can find help on just about any general or
honors level high school chemistry concept.2) BOLD and COLORFUL so students can find any
chemistry concept they are looking for, very very quickly.3) BRIEF, ORGANIZE OUTLINES so all
students can study and learn just what they need to know, very fast. 4) CLEAN and STRAIGHTFORWARD so all students can follow solutions to example problems easily, and be more able to solve
similar problems with ease.5) MEMORABLE so all students can remember and recall more of what
they've learned.6) VISUALLY STUNNING so all students will be enticed and excited to use it often and
study longer. BOOK SUMMARY: . 13 Topics of High School Chemistry. Over 400 key HS chemistry
concepts. Brief and quick-learning outlines of key information. Hundreds of example problems with
easy-to-follow solutions. 30 or more Regents practice questions at the end of each topic. Over 500
multiple choice and short answer Regents questions. 2 Actual Regents practice exams (in eBook edition,
only). Answers given to all questions
How to Help Your Child with Homework Feb 18 2022 For parents of children ages 6-13.
Homework and Study Support Apr 20 2022 First Published in 1997. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor
& Francis, an informa company.
Involving Parents Oct 26 2022 Dealing with parents is often harder than dealing with the pupils
themselves. This can cause a lot of anxiety and distress amongst teachers. Stern offers practical advice
on how to involve parents with school life. He demonstrates how this involvement leads to improved
relations thereby alleviating not only the stress of dealing with parents but also reducing the teacher's
workload. Understand parents' needs. Develop roles that benefit parents and school. Relate positively
with all parents - even the 'hard-to-reach'.
Teaching Children with Dyslexia Aug 12 2021 Teaching Children with Dyslexia is essential reading for
any teacher, Special Educational Needs Co-ordinator or teaching assistant who wants an insider's
account of what dealing successfully with dyslexia entails. Written by one of the most well-regarded
practitioners in the field with over twenty-five years' experience, this book is packed full with
photocopiable exercises, activities and recommendations for resources, tests, teaching methods, advice
and suggestions for strategies and techniques that are instantly transferable to classroom environments.

This essential teaching companion includes chapters on: how to spot dyslexia screening and assessment
tests why it does not have to be hell to learn to spell strategies for success for reluctant writers meeting
the challenge of dyslexia in adolescence. Written specifically to bolster teachers' confidence and
empower them with the key to unlocking literacy problems in their most challenging pupils, this
resource book should be on the shelf of every staff room.
It’s Our School, It’s Our Time: A Companion Guide to Whole-School Collaborative Decision-Making
Jun 22 2022 It’s Our School, It’s Our Time outlines a whole-school approach to teacher–pupil
collaboration, illustrating how aspects of social inequality can be addressed by involvement in the school
community and active participation in decision-making from an early age. The book presents insights
into the psychological processes that are at work when pupils and teachers share decision-making, and
how this can harness and increase motivation for teachers and their pupils. Combining both theory and
examples of practice, this book provides clarity about the impact of collaborative decision-making and
how it can help pupils to take ownership of their classrooms and promote greater cooperation and
productivity. This book: draws on 25 stories from Dr Rowe’s own study and experiences as an
educational psychologist, and the accounts of other educators and researchers. shows how teachers and
school leaders have overcome some common hurdles that those in conventional schools might
encounter. provides research-evidence and practical examples from real-life classrooms that will inspire
teachers, teaching assistants and school leaders. Written by a highly experienced educational
psychologist, this companion guide will help teachers, head teachers, teacher educators and student
teachers to transform achievement, behaviour and motivation through greater collaboration with their
pupils.
TV Guide Jul 31 2020
Good Schools Guide Apr 08 2021
The Big Book of Conflict Resolution Games: Quick, Effective Activities to Improve Communication,
Trust and Collaboration Sep 20 2019 Make workplace conflict resolution a game that EVERYBODY
wins! Recent studies show that typical managers devote more than a quarter of their time to resolving
coworker disputes. The Big Book of Conflict-Resolution Games offers a wealth of activities and
exercises for groups of any size that let you manage your business (instead of managing personalities).
Part of the acclaimed, bestselling Big Books series, this guide offers step-by-step directions and
customizable tools that empower you to heal rifts arising from ineffective communication,
cultural/personality clashes, and other specific problem areas—before they affect your organization's
bottom line. Let The Big Book of Conflict-Resolution Games help you to: Build trust Foster morale
Improve processes Overcome diversity issues And more Dozens of physical and verbal activities help
create a safe environment for teams to explore several common forms of conflict—and their resolution.
Inexpensive, easy-to-implement, and proved effective at Fortune 500 corporations and mom-and-pop
businesses alike, the exercises in The Big Book of Conflict-Resolution Games delivers everything you
need to make your workplace more efficient, effective, and engaged.
Anti-Bias Education for Young Children and Ourselves Dec 04 2020 Anti-bias education begins with
you! Become a skilled anti-bias teacher with this practical guidance to confronting and eliminating
barriers.
The Case Against Homework Jul 23 2022 Does assigning fifty math problems accomplish any more
than assigning five? Is memorizing word lists the best way to increase vocabulary—especially when it
takes away from reading time? And what is the real purpose behind those devilish dioramas? The time
our children spend doing homework has skyrocketed in recent years. Parents spend countless hours
cajoling their kids to complete such assignments—often without considering whether or not they serve
any worthwhile purpose. Even many teachers are in the dark: Only one of the hundreds the authors

interviewed and surveyed had ever taken a course specifically on homework during training. The truth,
according to Sara Bennett and Nancy Kalish, is that there is almost no evidence that homework helps
elementary school students achieve academic success and little evidence that it helps older students. Yet
the nightly burden is taking a serious toll on America’s families. It robs children of the sleep, play, and
exercise time they need for proper physical, emotional, and neurological development. And it is a hidden
cause of the childhood obesity epidemic, creating a nation of “homework potatoes.” In The Case Against
Homework, Bennett and Kalish draw on academic research, interviews with educators, parents, and kids,
and their own experience as parents and successful homework reformers to offer detailed advice to
frustrated parents. You’ll find out which assignments advance learning and which are time-wasters, how
to set priorities when your child comes home with an overstuffed backpack, how to talk and write to
teachers and school administrators in persuasive, nonconfrontational ways, and how to rally other
parents to help restore balance in your children’s lives. Empowering, practical, and rigorously
researched, The Case Against Homework shows how too much work is having a negative effect on our
children’s achievement and development and gives us the tools and tactics we need to advocate for
change. Also available as an eBook
12 Characteristics of Deliberate Homework Mar 19 2022 Learn how to assign homework that truly
enhances learning and isn't just busywork. This important book defines what deliberate homework looks
like and provides relevant, actionable suggestions to guide your homework decisions. You'll uncover
how to think through these 12 characteristics of homework: • reasonable completion time • the right
level of complexity • appropriate frequency • serves a specific purpose • aligns with learning targets •
guided by a learning mindset • contains a thoughtful format • fits the learning sequence • communicated
clearly • followed by feedback • uses grades to guide progress • implementation is consistent For each
feature, the author includes strategies and tools appropriate for all grade levels. The book also includes
self-assessments and reflective questions so you can work on the book independently or with colleagues
in professional development sessions.
The Survival Guide for School Success Sep 13 2021 From struggling students to academic all-stars,
everyone can do better in school. Research shows that executive functions such as focus and
organization are more valuable to school performance than intelligence or talent. Fortunately, these
functions are skills, so students can learn them. This book provides ten tools to improve executive
functioning, described as “mental apps” that will appeal to digital natives. Featuring plenty of examples,
practice assignments, and a playful tone, this book can provide an academic boost to any student.
School, Family, and Community Partnerships Nov 15 2021 Strengthen family and community
engagement to promote equity and increase student success! When schools, families, and communities
collaborate and share responsibility for students' education, more students succeed in school. Based on
30 years of research and fieldwork, this fourth edition of a bestseller provides tools and guidelines to use
to develop more effective and equitable programs of family and community engagement. Written by a
team of well-known experts, this foundational text demonstrates a proven approach to implement and
sustain inclusive, goal-oriented programs. Readers will find: Many examples and vignettes Rubrics and
checklists for implementation of plans CD-ROM complete with slides and notes for workshop
presentations
Legislative Reorganization Act of 1970 Aug 20 2019
Six Weeks to Better Parenting Oct 14 2021 Offers practical advice for parents on how to care for their
children, teach discipline, aid in the children's education, and have fun together
Homework Success for Children with ADHD May 09 2021 This manual presents the first empirically
supported homework intervention approach specifically developed for families coping with ADHD in
children in grades 1-6. Special features include detailed case examples; checklists for monitoring

interventions; recruiting instruments and outcome measures; and reproducible parent handouts. Ideal for
use with groups of parents and children, or with one family at a time, this manual is intended for school
psychologists and counselors, clinical child psychologists and other mental health practitioners, and
special education professionals.
Middle School Bites: Out for Blood Jul 11 2021 Tom the Vam-Wolf-Zom is back--and so is the
werewolf that bit him--in this monstrously funny series about a boy who's dying to fit in. Eleven-yearold Tom was bit by a vampire, a werewolf, and a zombie right before the first day of middle school. It
was a weird and crazy day. And he didn't even get excused from sixth grade! Now he's being hunted
down by the werewolf that bit him. Should Tom join a wolf pack? On the one hand, he could give up
school and homework forever. (He really doesn't want to do his history report.) On the other hand, he'd
miss his band, his friends, and Annie, his maybe-possibly-someday girlfriend. He might even miss his
big sister, Emma. Then the vampire that bit him returns with a warning: the werewolf is dangerous.
Perhaps Tom should stick with sixth grade--even if it's mostly talent show disappointments, detention,
and chicken-turkey-salami-roast beef sandwiches. Created by an Emmy-nominated writer for
SpongeBob, The Adventures of Jimmy Neutron, and CatDog, this hilarious series is illustrated with
clever, cartoon-style art on every spread. Perfect for fans of Diary of a Wimpy Kid and The Last Kids on
Earth.
New Seasons Course Book 5, 2/E Jan 17 2022
Getting the Buggers to Do Their Homework 2nd Edition May 21 2022 Properly structured homework is
critical in ensuring that a student is progressing within full-time education. In this second edition the
author provides a range of techniques that can be applied to motivate the most laziest of students.
The Holiday Goddess Handbag Guide to Rome Sep 25 2022 From the team behind the bestselling
GIRLS' NIGHT IN series comes the ultimate handbag guide to what women REALLY want in four of
the most fabulous cities in the world. Like a trusted and impossibly cool girlfriend, the Holiday Goddess
Handbag Guide reveals the secrets of what women really want in Rome.Born in a handbag from
scribbled tips shared between goddesses whose adventures scattered them all over the world, it will take
you where few women have been before.Follow Audrey Hepburn's footsteps or hop on a Vespa to soak
up her beloved Rome after a heart-starting coffee, delve into the secret diaries of shopaholics to hunt out
Prada or rock some retro Roma chic, find the most romantic spots to enjoy an apperitivo or moonlight
picnic, and discover where to eat the best pasta, love and eat some more.As irresistibly chic as a designer
handbag, this the must-have accessory for goddesses who love to travel - or just want to dream about it.
The Quick Guide to Classroom Management Dec 24 2019 This is the much anticipated Third Edition of
the original award-winning volume. Fully indexed and updated, this edition covers the same topics as
the First and Second editions but with new information for 2021 onwards. The book begins by
examining key mistakes teachers make in the 'direct realm' - i.e. when interacting face-to-face with
students. These first three chapters cover rapport-building, active-engagement and behavior management
as it applies in a high-school setting. Following this, the book expansively covers a range of tips,
techniques and tools to engage advanced, exam-level learners and to effectively enhance the teaching
process via the use of technology. The book concludes with an often overlooked sphere of teaching: how
to work effectively with colleagues and parents (very powerful when strategized correctly). Bonus
material on the unique challenges of teaching overseas is provided in a plenary chapter. This edition of
the book has been exhaustively proofread and indexed, and is of a much-higher quality than can be
attributed to the First and Second editions.
Time Out Film Guide Feb 06 2021 A collection of capsule reviews of films selected from the first
century of of movie-making spans a wide range of genres and styles, from classic documentaries and
Russian silent films to blockbuster Hollywood movies. Original. 40,000 first printing.

Assignments Matter Nov 22 2019 What exactly is an "assignment," and why does it matter? How can
educators ensure that their teaching meets the rigorous demands of the Common Core State Standards,
so that all students are well prepared for college or careers? Drawing from her extensive experience as a
teacher coach, author Eleanor Dougherty answers these questions and many more, with two aims in
mind: (1) to guide teachers and administrators in crafting high-quality assignments, and (2) to help
educators understand the powerful impact that assignments can have on teaching and learning. The book
explains the critical differences among "assignments," "activities," and "assessments" and thoroughly
describes the key elements of an assignment: prompts, rubrics, products, and instructional plans. Readers
will learn how to * Follow a seven-step process for crafting effective assignments; * Link assignments to
units and courses; * Devise "Anchor" assignments for collaboration and consistency across grades; *
Tap into instructional "touchstones" that can enrich any assignment; * Create classroom and school
environments that support assignment-making; and * Use assignments as a source of data about teaching
and learning. Equipped with the knowledge and expertise gained from Assignments Matter, readers will
be able to create meaningful learning experiences for their students and come to appreciate the author's
belief that "assignments may well be the missing link in school reform efforts to improve student
achievement."
The Unofficial Guide to Walt Disney World with Kids 2023 Oct 02 2020 Save time and money with indepth reviews, ratings, and details from the trusted source for a successful Walt Disney World family
vacation. How do some guests get on the big, new attraction in less than 20 minutes while others wait
for longer than 2 hours—on the same day? Why do some families pay full price for their visit when others
can save hundreds of dollars? In a theme park, every minute and every dollar count. Your vacation is too
important to be left to chance, so put the best-selling independent guide to Walt Disney World in your
hands and take control of your trip. The Unofficial Guide to Walt Disney World with Kids 2023 explains
how Walt Disney World works and how to use that knowledge to stay ahead of the crowd. Authors Bob
Sehlinger, Liliane J. Opsomer, and Len Testa know that you want your vacation to be anything but
average, so they employ an expert team of researchers to find the secrets, the shortcuts, and the bargains
that are sure to make your vacation exceptional! Find out what’s available in every category, ranked
from best to worst, and get detailed plans to make the most of your time at Walt Disney World. Stay at a
top-rated hotel, eat at the best restaurants, and experience all the most popular attractions. Keep in the
know on the latest updates and changes at Walt Disney World. Here’s what’s NEW in the 2023 book:
Learn when to visit Walt Disney World to get lower crowds and bigger hotel discounts Find insider
coverage of EPCOT’s new Remy’s Ratatouille Adventure and the Guardians of the Galaxy roller
coaster—the longest indoor roller coaster in the world Read reviews or each attraction—including TRON
Lightcycle Coaster—rated by age group based on a survey of almost 72,000 families Take in the latest on
new Disney programs such as Early Theme Park Entry Utilize Disney’s new Genie+ ride reservation
system to cut down on waits in line Get fright-potential warnings for rides that are scary, rough, and/or
will get you wet Save more with information on discounted stroller rentals, car rentals, and vacation
homes Seek out the best places in each park to see Disney’s nighttime spectaculars Enchantment and
Harmonious Discover field-tested Touring Plans, developed especially for families, that can save 4
hours of standing in line a day Make the right choices to give your family a vacation they’ll never forget.
The Unofficial Guide to Walt Disney World with Kids 2023 is your key to planning a perfect stay.
Whether you’re putting together your annual trip or preparing for your first visit, this book gives you the
insider scoop on hotels, restaurants, attractions, and more.
The Essential Guide to Secondary Mathematics Aug 24 2022 Combining research-based theory with
fresh, practical guidance for the classroom, The Essential Guide to Secondary Mathematics is a
stimulating new resource for all student and practising teachers looking for new ideas and inspiration.

With an emphasis on exciting your mathematical and pedagogical passions, it focuses on the dynamics
of the classroom and the process of designing and using rich mathematical tasks. Written by a highly
experienced mathematics teacher who understands the realities of the secondary classroom, this book
combines insights from the latest research into mathematical learning with useful strategies and ideas for
engaging teaching. The text is punctuated by frequent tasks, some mathematical and others more
reflective, which are designed to encourage independent thinking. Key topics covered include: Preparing
yourself: thinking about mathematics and pedagogy, taking care of your health and dealing with stress
Different styles of learning and teaching mathematics Ideas for lessons: what does it take to turn an idea
into a lesson? Tasks, timings and resources Equality and dealing positively with difference Mathematical
starters, fillers and finishers: achieving variety The mathematical classroom community: seating layouts,
displays and practical considerations Assessment: effective strategies for responding to learners‘
mathematics and writing reports. The Essential Guide to Secondary Mathematics will be a valuable
resource both for beginning teachers interested in developing their understanding, and for experienced
teachers looking to re-evaluate their practice. Aiming to develop all aspects of your mathematics
teaching, this book will help you to devise, adapt and implement ideas for successful and enjoyable
teaching and learning.
Colloquial Kazakh (eBook And MP3 Pack) Jul 19 2019 Colloquial Kazakh provides a step-by-step
course in Kazakh as it is written and spoken today. Combining a user-friendly approach with a thorough
treatment of the language, it equips learners with the essential skills needed to communicate confidently
and effectively in Kazakh in a broad range of situations. No prior knowledge of the language is required.
Key features include: progressive coverage of speaking, listening, reading and writing skills structured,
jargon-free explanations of grammar an extensive range of focused and stimulating exercises realistic
and entertaining dialogues covering a broad variety of scenarios useful vocabulary lists throughout the
text an overview of the sounds and alphabet of Kazakh additional resources available at the back of the
book, including a full answer key, a grammar summary, bilingual glossaries and English translations of
dialogues. Balanced, comprehensive and rewarding, Colloquial Kazakh will be an indispensable
resource both for independent learners and for students taking courses in Kazakh. Accompanying audio
material is available to purchase separately on two CDs or in MP3 format, or comes included in the great
value Colloquial Kazakh pack. Recorded by native speakers, the audio complements the book and will
help enhance learners’ listening and speaking skills. Course components: The complete course
comprises the book and audio materials. These are available to purchase separately in paperback, ebook,
CD and MP3 format. The paperback and CDs can also be purchased together in the great-value
Colloquials pack. Paperback: 978-0-415-67428-7 (please note this does not include the audio) CDs :
978-0-415-67430-0 eBook: 978-0-203-81047-7 (please note this does not include the audio, available to
purchase from http://ebookstore.tandf.co.uk/audio_viewbooks.aspx) MP3s: 978-0-415-67434-8
(available to purchase from http://ebookstore.tandf.co.uk/audio_viewbooks.aspx) Pack :
978-0-415-67429-4 (paperback and CDs)
Helping Your Students with Homework Sep 01 2020
The Happy Student Feb 24 2020 A smart, supportive guide to staying engaged and motivated, written
by a student for students. Daniel Wong doesn’t have a PhD in education or psychology—but his
transformation from unhappy overachiever to happy straight-A student has given him unique insight into
what motivates students intrinsically. Sharing with readers his personal story and the five-step program
he has developed, this book can help struggling or unmotivated students everywhere understand how
they, too, can find deep satisfaction in the pursuit of academic success, driven by their own desires rather
than pressure from others.
Using Homework in Psychotherapy Dec 16 2021 A step-by-step guide for therapists who want to start

implementing homework or to increase the effectiveness of assignments, this hands-on book is ideal for
clinicians from any theoretical orientation. Presented are creative strategies for developing meaningful
homework assignments, enhancing compliance, and overcoming typical homework obstacles. Nearly 50
reproducible forms are featured along with detailed recommendations for using them to accomplish five
broad therapeutic goals: increasing awareness, scheduling activities, improving emotion regulation and
interpersonal effectiveness, and testing assumptions. Also provided are tips for working with special
populations, including adolescents, older adults, couples, and clients with severe depression or anxiety.
Bursting with helpful tools, tips, and examples, the volume is designed in a convenient 8 1/2" x 11"
format with lay-flat binding for ease of photocopying.
The Battle Over Homework Apr 27 2020 This comprehensive, one-of-a-kind book provides readers
with the latest information on an important, although often overlooked, aspect of teaching. Author Harris
Cooper spent hundreds of hours interviewing principals, teachers, parents, and students about
homework. He then supplemented his findings with a careful study of all available research and
literature. Administrators will find The Battle Over Homework an invaluable resource for developing
workable solutions to the homework dilemmas plaguing their schools.
All Are Welcome May 29 2020 No matter how you start your day, What you wear when you play, Or if
you come from far away, All are welcome here. Follow a group of children through a day in their
school, where everyone is welcome. A school where children in patkas, hijabs, baseball caps and
yarmulkes play side by side. A school where students grow and learn from each other's traditions. A
school where diversity is a strength. Warm and inspiring, All Are Welcome lets young children know
that no matter what, they have a place, they have a space, and they are welcome in their school.
Engaging lyrical text and bright, accessible illustrations make this book a must for every child's
bookshelf, classroom and library.
Alaskan Holiday Mar 27 2020 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Debbie Macomber brings us to
the Alaskan wilderness for a magical Christmas tale about finding love where it’s least expected.
“Picture-perfect . . . this charmer will please Macomber fans and newcomers alike.”—Publishers Weekly
Before beginning her dream job as sous chef in one of Seattle’s hottest new restaurants, Josie Avery
takes a summer position cooking at a lakeside lodge in the remote Alaskan town of Ponder. Josie falls
for the rustic charms of the local community—including Jack Corcoran, the crotchety keeper of Ponder’s
famed sourdough starter, and, in particular, the quiet and intense Palmer Saxon, a famed master
swordsmith. Josie and Palmer become close during the long Alaskan summer days, but Josie knows that,
come fall, she’ll be returning to reality and the career she’s worked so hard for. Palmer, on the other
hand, would like nothing better than to make Josie his wife and to keep her in Ponder. But Josie can’t
imagine abandoning her mother back in the Emerald City and sacrificing her career to stay in this
isolated town—not even for a man she’s quickly coming to love. Fate has other plans. Josie misses the
last boat out of town before winter sets in, stranding her in Ponder and putting her dream job at risk. As
the holidays approach, Josie and Palmer must grapple with the complications that arise when dreams
confront reality, and the Christmas magic that can happen when they put their faith in love. Debbie
Macomber is at her best in this beautiful holiday story about the far journeys we travel to find a place to
call home. Praise for Alaskan Holiday “[A] tender romance lightly brushed with holiday magic.”—Library
Journal “[A] thoroughly charming holiday romance.”—Booklist
Ho Ho Homework Jun 10 2021 Is Jack's substitute teacher really Santa Claus in disguise? Includes
instructions for making paper snowflake wishes.
The Natural Wonders of India Jan 05 2021 India is not just a beautiful land of green vegetation and
varied wildlife. It is home to many Natural Wonders too. There are many spectacular areas, such as
lakes, mountains, and caves, which were discovered over time. Visit these aweinspiring creations of

nature with the twin sisters Reva and Sarayu, who embark on a wonderful journey through the Magnetic
Hill in the snow-clad North to the lush, green beauty of the Cardamom Hills in the South, from the
mysterious Meghalaya caves in the East to the Lonar Crater Lake in the West, and so on. Read The
Natural Wonders of India to unravel the mystery about 10 such fascinating places.
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